
MOUTH DISEASE  
PROTOCOL FROM THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AILMENTS AND DISEASES 
 
Aggressive 86521046  
Anxious 653734881  
Avoid confrontation and prefer to repress my fears 9459776  
Blocked 77441643  
Chancre sore 71086673  
Chapped lips 85326868  
Chewing the inside of cheek  
Coated tongue  
Conveying unhealthy ideas with my mouth 9297276  
Cut off from pleasure 83760047  
Dare to show how I feel to the rest of the world 76241990  
Digestive system 8416089  
Disharmony in relationship between parents 3770450  
Don't know how to communicate  
Everyday life is stifling my joy  
Fear of authority figures 64828453  
Fear of contradicting others  
Feel invaded from all sides  
Feel invaded from all sides  
Feeling stuck 274040424  
Hungry 664298530  
Hungry for affection 68501186  
Hungry for freedom  
Hungry for knowledge 60183251  
Hungry for love 60850751  
Hungry for spirituality  
Inequality in relationship with parents    77969816  
Inner struggle regarding being protected by others   85435332  
Inner struggle regarding listening to my inner voice  
Inner struggle regarding taking my place and listening to own authority 86422817  
Intense nervous period 89735061  
Irritability 148099598  
Many things in my life disgust me  
Mouth ulcer 3546296  
Narrow minded 8279091  
Nei Gong  
No motivation for new projects  
Respiratory tract 3566434  
Rigid ideas and opinions   73364747  
Sadness from everyday reality  



Sense of lack 67942363  
Stuck with what I have to say  
The gestures or words of others that hurt me and about which I would have wanted to hear 
Explanations never came have provoked ailments in my mouth   78274025  
There is a confrontation between what I say and my entourage   3423356  
There is a situation I can't swallow 3228406  
TMJ 4298553  
Trying to get rid of something I am ashamed of  
Want to flee reality  
What I need is unreachable 73483951  
 
Shen  
change attitude about self and others  
 
Recover complete freedom by saying what I have to say  
I ACCEPT TO TAKE IN EVERYTHING THAT IS NECESSARY FOR MY PHYSICAL (WATER, FOOD, AIR), 
EMOTIONAL AND SENSORY (EXCITATIONS, DESIRES, TASTES, APPETITES, NEEDS) EXISTANCE.  
 
 


